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THE CLIMB 

Synopsis 

 

Kyle and Mike are best friends who share a close bond — until Mike sleeps with Kyle's 
fiancée. The Climb is about a tumultuous but enduring relationship between two men across 
many years of laughter, heartbreak and rage. It is also the story of real-life best friends who 
turn their profound connection into a rich, humane and frequently uproarious film about the 
boundaries (or lack thereof) in all close friendships.   



THE CLIMB 

A CONVERSATION WITH WRITERS / CO-STARS MICHAEL ANGELO 
COVINO AND KYLE MARVIN 

 
How did you two meet? 
MC: Kyle and I met ten years ago in New York working on commercials. I had studied film in college and 
wanted to make movies, but also wanted to survive, so we ended up doing a lot of commercial work. The nice 
thing was that we were able to hone our craft while getting companies to pay us to do things. 
 
At what point did you decide to make a movie?  
MC: We were doing a lot of commercials and had developed a great core team of friends and filmmakers who 
we were working with. I wrote a feature with another friend of ours, Sam Kretchmar, and we decided to shoot 
a trailer for the film. Off of that trailer, we raised money for the feature and shot our first film, “Keep In 
Touch.” After that, we were lucky to keep working with the same financier on a few more films. Kyle and I 
were always producing, because we kept finding ourselves around talented filmmakers that we wanted to 
work with. The short film of The Climb was an opportunity to execute an idea, creatively from start to finish.  
 
How did the short film originate?  
MC: The idea came from a couple of places, one of them being that I trusted Kyle as an actor and wanted to 
find something that really relied on performance. The challenge was really, “can we entertain and make a 
compelling short with just the two of us talking?” We've been to so many film festivals and the shorts I 
respond strongest to are ones featuring one idea very well executed: tight, simple, never more than ten 
minutes.  
 
Where did the bike riding come into play in these films?  
MC: I had gotten into cycling over the last five or six years and was going on rides a lot. When you're riding, 
you do a lot of thinking. I had also experienced this thing where one of my close friends slept with my ex-
girlfriend, and I remember processing that on a ride, and that was where the short came from.  
 
KM: Before we filmed the short, I hadn’t ridden a bike since I was a teen. As we started developing the feature 
we started riding for real and would use it as a time to take a break from our writing and discuss or debate 
about ideas.  
 
Why did you choose France as the opening setting for the feature?  
MC: Our characters in the film are stuck in the past, they hold onto it and romanticize it, as we often do in 
love. We wanted to start them in a place that they would inevitably romanticize and that would live in their 
subconscious throughout the film. I have family in France and have spent a lot of time there, also my ex is 
French. There's this inherent passion and pride that I've found in a lot of French people, and French culture in 
general, which I find beautiful. Also, I really wanted an excuse to ride bikes in the South of France.  
 
When did you decide to broaden the short into a feature film?  
MC: After we got into Sundance with the short, everything changed. We knew that if we prepared properly, 
we could turn the short into something more substantial. Both of us had already written a few features, and 
we were involved as producers in a number of projects waiting to get made. But we decided to put them all on 
hold and see if we could crack a story that expanded on the short.  
 



KM: We've probably fleshed out 10 alternative story lines in terms of what this story could be, but when we 
landed on this one, we knew we had a movie we hadn't seen before, at least in a contemporary setting.  
 
How much of your own friendship is woven into this movie?  
MC: A great deal, it's an element in the movie that I think we knew we could pull off, that would be the 
emotional core that allows people to care enough about the characters and at the same time watch them do 
these reprehensible things.  
 
Describe the dynamic of your friendship in real life...  
KM: It's like a marriage in that there are complementary elements of each of our characters, which balance 
each other.  
 
MC: In the movie, there are heightened, extreme versions of traits we both have that aren't necessarily our 
best traits — I'm not that big of an asshole, and Kyle is not that big of a pushover.  
 
KM: But there's some truth to those things as well.  
 
What was your overall vision for this movie in terms of the filming?  
MC: We wanted to create something theatrical, with a stylized aesthetic, but also root it in truthful character 
and emotion. All of our conversation in pre-production was about mise en scène, how every single moment 
needed to be motivated, how every direction the camera moves or points is equally motivated by something, 
which we then discussed with our cinematographer. We were aiming for a very choreographed film, from top 
to bottom, with camera movement and motion within the frame, while also focusing on truthful emotion.  
 
There were several shots in particular where you can tell things were really elaborately choreographed. 
What were some of the challenges you encountered filming the family gatherings?  
KM: The stakes were really high for the actors in this scene — every moment from picking their nose to 
grabbing a dog was so critical for each character.  
 
MC: The Thanksgiving scene, where we introduce the family, is the scene that holds everything together — if 
we didn't nail it, the movie wouldn't work. The audience has to fully understand this world, the family 
dynamic, the pressures, the love, the comforts, all at once within a single scene, or everything falls flat. What 
was tough is that everyone in the scene only gets one or two lines, and you have to orchestrate that by finding 
the most potent version of each character's personality, the essence, and then it became a question of 
isolating and distilling that inside each shot. The challenge for the actors in this scene was beating out the 
rhythm, because we were effectively editing as we shot.  
 
What was it like working with so many actors inside one scene?  
MC: That was the best day for me as a director because I wasn't in the scene — it was the only day I got to 
properly direct, because otherwise I'm in the scene (directing myself), staying in character while keeping a 
portion of my mind open to processing what's going on in front of the camera so I can give a note in between. 
For the Thanksgiving scene, it was about creating movement, focusing on the pacing and cadence of the 
rhythm because we were creating the edit.  
 
Did you prepare the actors for this scene in any unique ways?  
MC: The scene needed to play out fast and tight for it to feel natural. As we were filming, I was there on set, 
reading through each section of the scene with the actors. I would point at a certain actor, telling them when 
they needed to say a given line, basically conducting them when to jump on each other, so they could practice 
this a couple of times and get it to a place where the rhythm doesn't lag.  



 
Discuss finding the balance between what is funny and what is serious in the movie...  
MC: That was one of the toughest challenges of the film. The movies we both loved the most growing up were 
comedies that were filled with truth and emotion and characters you cared about.  
 
Are there comedies that just don’t work for you?  
KM: When it doesn’t work I think it’s the authenticity that's lacking, not the broadness of the comedy, or the 
fact that the jokes are big. Comedy for us comes from a place of truth within a character. That's something we 
really tried to be conscious of when we were making this movie.  
 
MC: During filming were constantly asking ourselves if we were going too broad. Were we being truthful to 
the characters? Because essentially we set out to make a drama, but we also wanted to make something that 
offered up a joke or two during the emotional moments. We wanted to add some physical comedy to convey 
a certain tone. We're toeing a line — the second you start to feel something for the characters, we're going to 
throw in a fight scene, or diffuse the tension by giving one of the characters a quick joke.  
 
Can you describe your humor in a nutshell?  
Kyle: It’s more of a feeling we are going after, trying to find comedy in unexpected places. There is a lot that 
inspires us comedically, and it comes in a lot of different forms. It really just boils down to does it make us 
laugh.  
 
What were some of your inspirations for the film?  
MC: Once we started making this movie, we began watching everything we could. We had already watched 
most of the films you are supposed to watch, Truffaut, Godard, Agnès Varda, Eric Rohmer, etc. But once we 
took a deeper dive, it all congealed. There's a whole tradition here, there's so much to draw from; we wanted 
to place that in a contemporary setting. Filmmakers like Claude Sautet and Bertrand Tavernier were 
revelations. We have a movie theater scene in our film in which we pay homage to Pierre Etaix — Le Grand 
Amour is playing.  
 
KM: There’s a French touch. There’s a cinematic instinct of French filmmakers that's so counterintuitive to my 
experience of American culture in terms of where their camera looks, how they move it around, how and what 
the characters are saying to each other.  
 
MC: When you watch some of these movies, you're bowled over by some of the profound choices made by 
the filmmakers.  
 
KM: There's an authenticity, and openness to those movies that was completely inspiring to us.  
 
Why did you decide to use chapters and interludes to break up your story over multiple years?  
MC: We wanted to break up the film and move away from traditional story structure. Audiences are super 
smart, they can fill in the blanks in terms of what is left out of a story, in between the years for example. In a 
7-minute interaction between two characters, we can learn a lot about what's happened without revealing 
everything you need to know in the interim. I personally love to play catch-up when I'm watching a scene — 
oh that's what happened since then, this is the new dynamic between them now. That's the way life works 
sometimes...  
 
 
 
 



Describe the characters you play in your own words...  
MC: At his core, my character is a good guy, but he's selfish and self-involved. He’s aware of this, and he tends 
to beat himself up over it. He's also loud and obnoxious at times, but hopefully there's an endearing quality 
about him. He's always trying to do the right thing.  
 
KM: I think there's a real person like my character in most people's lives, the placater who is always trying to 
make everything right, and who prefers to have peace in his space. Sometimes that can lead to overlooking 
things or qualities in other people. But I think he is trying to see the best in other people, and ultimately 
succeeds, the good comes through.  
 
MC: Everyone admires that in him, but they take advantage of it.  
 
Describe your casting choices for this movie, aside from casting yourselves...  
KM: We cast in New York City and got a lot of theater actors, people who know how to live naturally in a 
scene. We wanted people who were amazing even if they are just sitting in a chair eating stuffing for a ten 
minute shot.  
 
MC: Our casting directors brought in this amazing collection of characters that allowed us to build a world and 
ensemble that felt true to life. And Gayle Rankin is just brilliant.  
 
What did you want to say about masculinity with this movie?  
KM: Examining masculinity was a big thing for us — it's something we were very conscious of. We actively 
made choices in the film that go against what we would normally expect to see from characters like this.  
 
MC: I think we set out to portray a male friendship that was true to our experience. These are guys that are 
broken and vulnerable, but care deeply about one another. They love each other.  
 
Was this always a love story, even when it was a short film?  
KM: At its core, it has always been a love story because of the way we focus on the affection between these 
two men over time. The underlying theme is love.  
 
MC: These guys are never going to be able to be apart from one another, it's like family, or love — certain 
people you can't detach yourself from or get rid of. At the end of the ride in the opening scene of the movie, 
when they reach the bottom of the hill, they're still friends.  
 
What is the significance of the title?  
MC: In the short and the feature, we are riding up a hill, but there's a metaphor in that, of course. It's sort of 
what life is, we get beaten up by life in different ways, and you kind of heal, and scar, but then you keep on 
going, it always feels like this uphill climb. Every interview I've read by the best cyclists in the world 
emphasizes how cycling is pain — it's one's willingness to endure pain for long periods of time, and the 
greatest cyclists are the people who live in that pain and enjoy it. That's what resonated with us, because 
that's what living life passionately is about — being willing to suffer and endure pain and find enjoyment in it 
somehow.  
 
KM: And arguably the harder you live, the more pain you have to be willing to absorb. Every character in this 
movie is on a climb, it's not a singular journey, nor is it even our journey as friends and filmmakers. We're all 
on our own climb. 

 



THE CLIMB 

Biographies 

MICHAEL ANGELO COVINO as MIKE - DIRECTOR/WRITER/PRODUCER 

Mike is a filmmaker and actor from New York. He produced HUNTER GATHER, which won a Special Jury Prize 
at SXSW and was nominated for the Cassavetes Award in 2017. He also produced KICKS, which premiered at 
Tribeca Film Festival and was released by Focus World in 2016, KEEP IN TOUCH, which he co-wrote and acted 
in, and BABYSITTER, SXSW 2015. In 2016 he was named to Moviemaker Magazine’s “25 Screenwriters to 
Watch” list. THE CLIMB is his feature directorial debut based on the short film that premiered at the Sundance 
in 2018.  
 
KYLE MARVIN as KYLE – WRITER 

Kyle Marvin is a writer, producer and actor from Portland, Oregon. He has produced both features and short 
films that played in Cannes, Sundance, SXSW and Tribeca. Kyle has written a number of projects including THE 
CLIMB premiering at Cannes in 2019, Conventional Wisdom a TV pilot sold to FOX, an animated feature 
AMOEBA with House Of Cool and a thriller called THE QUENCH with Bron Studios.  
 
GAYLE RANKIN as MARISSA 

Gayle currently stars as “Sheila the She-Wolf” on the Emmy® nominated hit series Glow for Netflix. She was 
seen in the independent feature, HER SMELL opposite Elisabeth Moss and directed by Alex Ross Perry, which 
premiered at the 2018 Toronto International Film Festival. She also starred in BLOW THE MAN DOWN 
opposite June Squibb and Margo Martindale which premiered at the 2019 Tribeca Film Festival. Gayle made 
her major feature film debut in Noah Baumbach’s MEYEROWITZ STORIES, opposite Ben Stiller, Dustin 
Hoffman, and Emma Thompson, which premiered at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival. She can also be seen in 
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN for 20th Century Fox opposite Hugh Jackman and Zac Efron as well as features, 
IRREPLACEABLE YOU opposite Gugu Mbatha-Raw and IN A RELATIONSHIP opposite Emma Roberts. A rising 
star of New York’s theater scene, Gayle starred in Sam Gold’s production of HAMLET at The Public Theater 
opposite Oscar Isaac and Keegan-Michael Key. She previously starred on stage in the Public Theatre's all-
female production of THE TAMING OF THE SHREW for celebrated director Phyllida Lloyd. Gayle made her 
Broadway debut opposite Michelle Williams, Emma Stone, and Alan Cumming in CABARET for director Sam 
Mendes. Her extensive credits include Tony Kushner’s THE ILLUSION for director Michael Mayer, Nina Raines’s 
TRIBES for David Cromer, and the Lincoln Center world premiere production of THE MYSTERY OF LOVE & SEX, 
in which she starred opposite Diane Lane for director Sam Gold. Other film and television credits include the 
HBO pilot THE MISSIONARY and feature, THE PASSING SEASON opposite Brian J. Smith. Originally from 
Scotland, Gayle is a graduate of the Juilliard School.  
 
JUDITH GODRÈCHE as AVA  

Actress, producer and writer Judith Godrèche has established herself as a triple threat and leading lady in 
Hollywood while simultaneously curating a hugely successful career in Paris.  
 
Godrèche was in UNDER THE EIFFEL TOWER in which she starred opposite Matt Walsh and Gary Cole and was 
a producer. 
 



The Associated Press named Godrèche one of the "Entertainers of the Year" in 2017 for exemplifying bravery 
and empowering women around the globe. She was one of the first women to publicly speak out about being 
sexually assaulted by Harvey Weinstein. Her courage to speak out helped spark the “Me Too” movement 
which will live on as one of the most powerful organized demonstrations in history for women.  
 
Acting since the age of 14 Godrèche has appeared in almost 50 films and television series, some of which 
include Jacques Doillon's LA FILLE DE 15 ANS, Patrice LeConte's RIDICULE, THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK (with 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Jeremy Irons) and Patrick Brice's 2014 breakout comedy, THE OVERNIGHT, for which 
Godrèche won critical acclaim.  
 
Prior to her US arrival, she enjoyed a huge success as a French actress, having been recognized by some of the 
most distinguished acting accolades in the country. She was twice nominated by the French academy for its 
most prestigious Cesar Award for Most Promising Actress in Benoit Jacuot's LA DESENCHANTEE and Best 
Supporting Actress for the hit film L'AUBERGE ESPAGNOLE. Godrèche has also appeared in films directed by 
Olivier Assayas, Patrice Leconte, Cedric Klapisch, Sophie Marceau, and Francois Ozon, who are some of 
France's most renowned directors.  
 
Having always been interested in making entertainment on all sides of the camera Godrèche began her 
filmmaker endeavors at a very young age. At 15, she co-wrote her own breakout film, LA FILLE DE 15 ANS. She 
also co-wrote LA DESENCHATEE. In 2010, and wrote, directed and produced the film TOUTES LES FILLES 
PLEURENT. Godrèche also served on the jury of the Berlin International Film Festival in 1991. At 18 years old, 
she was the youngest person ever to do so.  
 
Godrèche’s passion for writing is not contained simply to the film industry. In 1994 she became a published 
author with her novel Point de côté. The novel was published in France by Broché Publishers to positive 
reviews.  
 
TALIA BALSAM as SUZI  

Talia Balsam has wrapped her series regular role, opposite Sarah Jessica Parker, on HBO’s DIVORCE. Prior to 
that, for seven years, Talia played ‘Mona Sterling,’ Roger Sterling’s’ wife, on MAD MEN for AMC.  
Talia can be seen in Hilary Brougher’s SOUTH MOUNTAIN which premiered at SXSW this year.  
Films of Talia’s include THE CLIMB, DON’T WORRY BABY, RETURN, NO STRINGS ATTACHED, THE GIRL IN THE 
BOOK, and Ira Sachs’ LITTLE MEN.  
 
ZACH KUPERSTEIN - CINEMATOGRAPHER  

Zach Kuperstein, a New York-based cinematographer listed among Variety’s Artisan Elites, has a passion for 
problem solving. With his never-say-never attitude and an eye for stunning imagery, he has lifted many 
narratives off the page and onto the screen. He burst onto the field with the southern gothic film, THE EYES OF 
MY MOTHER, premiering at the Sundance Film Festival in 2016. His work earned him nominations at the 
Independent Spirit Awards and the Camerimage International Film Festival. Kuperstein followed up with 
JONATHAN, a dark sci-fi tale about two brothers sharing the same body. The film stars Ansel Elgort and 
Patricia Clarkson and premiered at the 2018 Tribeca Film Festival. Since then he’s lensed six more feature 
films, including Mike Covino's THE CLIMB, which he is thrilled to share with the world this week.  
 
SARA SHAW - EDITOR  

Sara Shaw is a Brooklyn-based editor and director. She has edited a number of films that have premiered at 
top film festivals worldwide, including THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST, which won the Grand Jury 



Prize at Sundance 2018. She also edited Desiree Akhavan's narrative feature debut, APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR 
(Sundance 2014); Frances Bodomo's AFRONAUTS (Sundance 2014); Adam Leon's TRAMPS (Toronto 2016); 
Theresa Rebeck's TROUBLE, starring Anjelica Huston and Bill Pullman; and VAMPIRES VS. THE BRONX, directed 
by SNL's Oz Rodriguez and produced by Lorne Michaels. Most recently, she cut THE CLIMB (Cannes 2019), 
directed by Michael Covino. An alumna of NYU's Graduate Filmmaking program, Sara directed and co-wrote 
the short film TOOTH AND NAIL, which played at SXSW 2018 and won the Audience Award at Outfest. She has 
also directed short films for Vogue starring Awkwafina and THE FLORIDA PROJECT'S Bria Vinaite and is 
currently developing a feature based on her short TOOTH AND NAIL.  
 
MARTIN MABZ - COMPOSER  

ORIGIN AND TRAINING - Singer-songwriter, musician-singer-comedian born in 1977, Martin Mabz began his 
eclectic career at 21 by composing stage and theater songs. Trained in piano in the jazz class of the Aix-en-
Provence conservatory and musicology at the University of Provence, he developed a prolific repertoire, from 
French-language songs to rock, to musicals and directing soundtracks for film and television. In 2005, he and 
his sister founded the band Les Biches de Mer, with which performed for five years. Mabz continues his artistic 
and family collaborations, in which he develops his musical writing, his songs and acting.  
 
FIRST WORKS - Then, in a more personal way, in 2008 he founded the collective Les Brûlants, which mainly 
produced his stage works. His first artistic act as a singer-songwriter was the creation of the group Fantasticus, 
a memorable and atypical psychedelic rock band, mixing French and English, and influenced notably by The 
Doors, The Velvet Underground, Pink Floyd, The Stooges, The Clash, Tom Waits ... This band performed at 
Fringe 2012 in Brighton, at the Divan du Monde in Paris in 2013, and had an incredible five-week tour of New 
Caledonia with Le Chapito in 2013 as well. He performed before some well known acts: Jim Murple Memorial, 
Fishbone, Guillaume Perret, Zé Mateo of Chinese Man. 
  
SONGS - Since then, he has been writing his own French songs, playing solo to quintet, surrounded by 
outstanding musicians from the Marseille jazz scene. He released a live acoustic album in duet with the 
guitarist Rémy Jouffroy, a long-time traveling companion. To complete his current career as a songwriter, he 
has been noticed in recent years for putting to music and singing Letters to Madeleine by G.Apollinaire, in a 
musical show titled Et l'acier s'envole aussi ..., and for a tribute to G.Brassens, Sans Vergogne, still on the bill 
and again in the company of Rémy Jouffroy, hailed by the critics, the public and the profession; and whose 
album was prefaced and dubbed by Jean-Michel Boris and Joel Favreau.  
 
NEWS - At the end of 2018, an unusual artistic adventure was offered to him by an American director, Michael 
Covino. This meeting earned him the position as co-composer of the movie THE CLIMB (with Jon Natchez). The 
story does not end there. This film, after receiving the narration award at the festival Sundance for its short 
version, was selected at the Cannes Film Festival for the section "Un Certain Regard". On the song side, after 
going through the 47th Astaffort Meeting in September 2018, sponsored by Ben Mazué and of course Francis 
Cabrel, he decided to give his repertoire a new breath. He now performs on keyboards-vocals and electronic 
drum, in duet with Cédric Cartaut alias Binari in programming and mix. The fruit is an urban song with electro-
jazz and rock accents, without giving up the more traditional roots of French chanson. That's the challenge, 
the current dynamic. A clip recently came out: "Like a good son" who was honored with a beautiful article on 
the front page of the web-magazine Our Enchanters.  
 
ABOUT TOPIC STUDIOS  

Branded as Topic in 2017, the studio initially operated under the parent company name First Look Media, with 
the first film it co-financed and produced, Spotlight, winning the Academy Award® for Best Picture in 2016. 



Since then, the studio has built an impressive roster with projects such as Debra Granik’s critically acclaimed 
Leave No Trace; the political documentary Dark Money from Kimberly Reed; and Steven Soderbergh’s Panama 
Papers drama The Laundromat, starring Meryl Streep, Gary Oldman and Antonio Banderas, developed at Topic 
Studios alongside Grey Matter Productions. Topic also acquired Julius Onah’s thriller Luce, in partnership with 
NEON at the 2019 Sundance Film Festival.  
 
MICHAEL BLOOM - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  

Michael Bloom/Executive Producer/The Climb is CEO of Topic’s parent company, First Look Media, a bold 
independent media company that empowers the most ambitious voices in journalism, arts and entertainment. 
Originally launched by eBay founder and philanthropist, Pierre Omidyar, First Look Media today includes 
several organizations which Bloom oversees. This includes the entertainment studio, Topic, which develops, 
produces and finances feature films, documentaries, television, podcasts, and digital content; the digital 
storytelling destination Topic.com; the award-winning investigative journalism outlet The Intercept; the 
critically acclaimed documentary film unit Field of Vision; the popular political satire cartoon property The Nib; 
and the Press Freedom Defense Fund, which strengthens the ability of journalists and whistleblowers to 
pursue legal fights where a substantial public interest is at stake. Early in his career, Bloom built several 
internet startup companies, including Stockpoint.com and iAmaze, which was acquired by AOL where he 
served as Vice President & GM of AOL Music & Media Products. He next led Viacom’s MTV Networks digital 
music business as Senior Vice President & GM of Digital Media. Prior to First Look Media, Bloom was CEO of 
Guardian News & Media, North America, which he led into becoming a top digital journalism brand.  
 
RYAN HELLER - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  

Ryan Heller/Executive Producer/The Climb is Senior Vice President, Film and Acquisitions at Topic Studios 
where he is responsible for overseeing the company’s narrative feature film slate across development, 
financing, production and distribution as well as seeking out key acquisitions to complement original studio 
productions. Ryan was previously at Starz Entertainment where he led the buying and releasing of feature 
films for the Starz Digital banner including: Amy Berg's Every Secret Thing starring Diane Lane, Dakota Fanning 
and Elizabeth Banks; Jason Bateman's The Family Fang starring Bateman, Nicole Kidman and Christopher 
Walken; Sophie Goodhart's My Blind Brother starring Adam Scott, Nick Kroll and Jenny Slate; Jennifer Kroot’s 
award-winning To Be Takei; and two-time Academy Award-winning director Barbara Kopple's Miss Sharon 
Jones! Ryan holds a BA from Boston College and is a graduate of New York University’s M.B.A./M.F.A. dual 
degree program. 
 


